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St Andrews University deploys Workspace
Technology’s Industry Leading “FreeCool” technology
to support its next generation High Powered
Computing (HPC) system.

St Andrews is Scotland's first university and the third
oldest in the English-speaking world, founded in 1413.

Client Situation

St Andrews University School of Mathematics and Statistics, together
with the School of Physics and Astronomy were seeking to enhance
their activity through the acquisition of a High Performance
Computing Facility. As part of this project St Andrews University was
looking for suppliers to deliver a turnkey approach to the HPC
solution including appropriate cooling technology. During the tender
process energy efficiency was stated as a key selection criteria.

Workspace Technology offered its innovative evaporative free cooling
technology in partnership with Bull Information Systems HPC
division. 

Design and Build

Unlike normal computing systems HPC technology requires a
significant amount of power to support its high performance
processing capability used to undertake complex computations.
Typical rack power densities range from 20kW to 30kW.

Bull Information Systems offered a 5 rack computational cluster
which would generate between 60kW and 85kW under peak
operating conditions. This represented a significant heat density
within a very small footprint. The current trend for HPC cooling is
based on rear rack chilled water technology. When combined with
free to air dry coolers typically these systems will deliver a PUE* of
approx 1.3.

Workspace Technology in partnership with Bull Information Systems
looked at the application of alternative technology which potentially
would deliver St Andrews a significant energy performance advantage.

As a result Workspace Technology recommended its FreeCool®

evaporative air cooled system designed to deliver industry leading
PUE figures of 1.1 and below.

The design was based on 4 x 30kW capacity FreeCool® units and a
custom designed ducting system to deliver flow and return air. The
FreeCool® unique atemperation system was included in the design
allowing for hot air re-circulation to help re-heat cold air during cooler
periods.

Workspace Technology delivered a complete design and build
installation inclusive of all ducting, mechanical systems, building, and
electrical installation works. A PLC controller delivers full system
control. In addition to the FreeCool® Workspace Technology
deployed it FlexAisle® aisle containment system which ensures 100%
of cold air is delivered to equipment inlets.

* Power Usage Effectiveness is the industry recognised standard for data centre room
efficiency measurement introduced by the Green Grid.
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Exceptional Performance

Following the successful system commissioning the PUE
was measured at an exceptional 1.05.  
Calculated as follows:-

Peak Processing Power = 85kW
Peak FreeCool Power Consumption= 4kW

PUE = Total Facility Power = 89kW = 1.05 
Criticial Power = 80kW

Temperature and pressure controlled variable speed
inverter driven fans enable the FreeCool® system to
speed up and slow down inline with the cooling demands
of the HPC cluster.  This enables the PUE average to
remain under 1.1 across a range of operating conditions.

This installation demonstrates the versatility of Workspace
Technology’s FreeCool® technology and we are proud
deliver industry leading PUE figures.

Airflow Arrangements

Following the successful
system commissioning
the PUE was measured
at an exceptional 1.05
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Energy Efficient Cooling Technology Overview

Workspace Technology’s unique FreeCool® evaporative free air
cooling system makes the use of external air to cool server
room and data centre equipment. Unlike simple air
economizers which require supplemental DX or chilled water
cooling when external ambient temperatures exceed 21ºC, the
FreeCool® system engages the evaporative cooling mechanism
which reduces external air temperature by simply passing the
airflow through wet filter pads.

Workspace Technology’s FreeCool® evaporative free air
economizer technology delivers consistent equipment inlet
temperatures of 21ºC to 24ºC depending on client preferences.
The dew point temperatures are no longer an issue due to the
practical working temperatures.

FreeCool® can use as little as 10% of the energy required for
traditional air conditioning units substantially reducing
operational costs associated with cooling. 

FreeCool® Installation Benefits

FreeCool® deployment benefits include:-

� Reduced CO2 emissions

� Significantly reduced energy consumption and
operating costs

� Supports existing cooling technologies

� Improved DCiE / PUE** Efficiency Ratings

� Improved company “Green Credentials”

� Improved resilience with practical support by 
UPS systems

Full details on our FreeCool® system can be found on our
website www.workspace-technology.com. 

**Data Centre Infrastructure Efficiency / Power Usage Efficiency are industry
recognized standards for data centre room efficiency measurement introduced by
the Green Grid



Workspace Technology welcomes this opportunity to connect with you as a
valued customer. We would like to share our vision and expertise through a
partnership approach. Our ability to deliver integrated, scalable, energy efficient
solutions has made us the preferred choice for many public sector and
commercial businesses today.

Operating throughout the UK, Workspace Technology offers clients an
enthusiastic and refreshing approach, combined with teamwork that takes
performance and service to new levels of excellence.

Further details of Workspace Technology’s products and services can be found
at www.workspace-technology.com. 

The value that Workspace Technology can deliver to the
customer experience is our complete understanding of the
infrastructure solutions market, its products and services.
By engaging with you and taking the time to understand your
business and performance related issues, Workspace Technology
is able to effectively address the demands of your business.

Approved “Endorser” EU “Code of
Conduct on Data Centre Efficiency”

Workspace Technology’s “Commitment to help clients
reduce their carbon footprint through the deployment
of energy efficient technology and design”.

APC Elite Partner
Data Centre Certified

Technology House, 5 Emmanuel Court, 
Reddicroft Sutton Coldfield, 
West Midlands B72 1TJ.

Tel : 0121 354 4894
Fax: 0121 354 6447

email : sales@workspace-technology.com
www.workspace-technology.com
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